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AN EXPLORATION  
OF 
 BUDDHIST PRINCIPLES  
 APPLIED TO CONTACT IMPROVISATION 






When did I make the choice of this Thesis? 
~Last year during our Senior Thesis prep class.  
What were the determining factors in my choice? How does it reflect on my experience at LMU? 
 ~I love Contact Improvisation and playing with different textures and layers of touch while being aware of the 
subtleties of power dynamics. My training has always been interdisciplinary; studying dance, acting, guitar, 
communications, and teaching yoga- I was also a philosophy major once upon a time so it felt only right for my thesis to be 
about philosophical thought as it pertains to movement and social structures.  
What did I hope to learn?  
 ~I was hoping to get a deeper exploration into Buddhist principles in real world application.  
What challenges did you identify? 
 ~Procrastination. 
How did you go about getting started? 
 ~With old contact improvisation notes, then some interviews and reflection, then tied Buddhism in last.  
Section 2: 
 ~My main challenge was procrastination. I wanted to finish this much sooner but I believe everything happened 
as it should because I took Buddhism this semester and was able to apply those concepts that I wouldn’t have otherwise. In 
the future I hope to be someone that gets what they need to do out of the way before play time, but I also think I have a 
good balance of a work/play attitude.  
Section 3:  
 ~The final result is that I really like the paper but maybe in the future or given more time I would love to view the 
philosophical principles throughout the paper more when discussing the moment connection. For clarity I talked about 
Buddhism first so I think it works out either way. I didn’t add the interviews that I did, so that is something that could’ve 
had further developing.  
Where do you see yourself in the future? 
 ~That’s a really good question! In a year I see myself living somewhere in LA, having a commercial and theatrical 
agent, maybe stage as well, and going on auditions while taking classes in scene study and improvisation. I’ll be working on 
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my demo reel and voiceover lessons for a voiceover reel to get a voiceover agent. I’ll be teaching yoga in the evenings and 
teaching private lessons on the weekends and during the week days I see myself in an LA based dance company. At least 
that is the direction I’m moving towards, or as a free-lance dancer training in intensives and at studios.  
 ~In 5 years I see myself perhaps getting my Master’s degree in Dance Therapy and being a series regular in a tv 
show or filming a movie or in a dance company. In ten years I see myself near paying off all my student loans, very involved 
in the stock market, creating my own work in the Los Angeles dance scene and living in Los Angeles and Oregon, and 
perhaps directing. I have so many interest. My goals have never been linear and neither is this paper. I know that I want to 
spend my life acting, dancing, traveling, and teaching.  
Overview  
 “While prana, a vital force that pervades the cosmos, is not the same as the 
air we breathe, its flow within the body can be related with the breath we draw. By 
regulating the breath, the flow of prana is achieved” states’ S. B. Agnihotri in the 
article “Mind-Body Equilibrium” in the India International Centre Quarterly. Prana, 
meaning breath, is often a component in meditative practices and has many 
benefits that seem to pervade the physiological and mental. The use of prana can 
be used as a tool to train the mind to sustain the health of the body and overall 
quality of life.  
This paper will explore Buddhist principles such as, Vipasana meditation, 
and its components as it relates to being a consensual touch practitioner in a 
Contact Improvisation jam. So, what is Vipasana meditation? The research 
included in this paper will provide information of Dharma Theory as it relates to 
Vipasana. 
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I believe rape culture ends with educating the masses on consent culture 
which is a culture of clear direct communication, gaining an awareness of one’s 
own boundaries and tools on how to engage others in a noninvasive manner. 
Contact Improvisation, a physical communication art form, can play a vital role in 
the rehabilitation of the health of centuries of female oppression. I will discuss 
Contact Improvisation as it can promote equality by way of effective 
communication and shine light on gendered violence, rape culture, personal 
responsibility, and the effect that patriarchal cultures have on both men and 
women.  
Dharma Theory  
Abhidharma is a method of practice written down in text. The text includes 
the origins of Abhidharma, which mainstream Buddhist believe came right from 
the Buddha, and a detail description of how to experience reality like a Buddha 
would. At the Sarvastivada school Abhidharma practitioners gain understanding of 
Buddhist thinking by method of the moral atomic theory. Dharma is like an atom 
it’s an element of experience. Many dharma’s together form a molecule unique to 
its individual experiences. The Abhidharma text supports you in being able to 
distinguish and divide experiences that are helpful and those that are harmful 
through meditation practice so that we can move closer to Buddhist wisdom by 
analyzing reality. Dharma theory is about breaking things down and seeing them 
for what they really are and not how we want to see them. The theory is that once 
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you understand dharmas as they interact together you will see reality and you will 
be able to distinguish and divide cause and affect experiences. Abhidharma 
practitioners believe that if you understand something on a fundamental level 
then we could rid our suffering. This idea is connected to the cycle of dependent 
ordination, which are twelve links (ignorance, karmic formations, consciousness, 
mind and matter, sixth sense bases, contact, feelings, cravings, clinging, becoming, 
birth, decay, then back to ignorance in a cycle), that suggest that everything that is 
birthed will and must decay which often leads people in to a state of sorrow if this 
cycle is not understood. If one truly understands the connection between life and 
death there would be no sorrow. 
To understand suffering is to understand impermanence and that is the key 
to freedom from suffering. Abhidharma says that we create our own suffering by 
how we view reality but we can alter our view on reality and thus, end our 
suffering. Abhidharma is Buddhist wisdom linked to Buddha’s teachings of the 
Four Noble Truths: The Truth of Suffering, The Truth of the Cause of Suffering, 
The Truth of the End of Suffering, and The Truth of the Path that Leads to the End 
of Suffering. Abhidharma is concerned with separating the self from the “I” and 
seeing that “I” is a component of various Dharma’s.  
So, what are Dharma’s? Collette Cox, University of Washington, writer of 
“Abhidharma: An overview” in Encyclopedia of Buddhism discuses "with regard to 
(abhi) the teaching or the "highest teaching” (dharma)” and explains that 
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Abhidharma is a subject of analysis consisting of commentary and dialogue from 
the Buddha. Abhidharma is concerned with ultimate truth and that is the truth 
that “various events and components (dharma) combine to form all of experience.” 
Now that we have a general understanding of the Abhidharma text consisting of 
Buddhist wisdom, let us dive deeper in to Dharma Theory. Dharma Theory 
suggests that every thought and feeling we have can be broken down in to multiple 
components. For example, imagine a vase falls to the ground and breaks. One 
perspective on the vase is that since the vase is broken it no longer exists as a vase. 
Dharma theory through looks at the broken vase and sees that the properties that 
make up the vase still exist (color, hardness, glass ect) and thus it is still a vase in a 
different form. If general thought shifts in to Buddhist thought then we will 
understand that we are attached to what we think of as a vase (or that thing we 
call a vase) as broken. Topics in the Abhidharma texts such as the cycle of 
dependent ordination in which Buddha became to fully understand suffering is 
explored. Dharma is the teaching of breaking things down in to their individual 
components to understand cause and effect. Karma means “action” and actions 
leads to causes and effects. For further clarification, I’ll use the cloud formation 
example dharma's relation to Karma. If you are looking at a cloud what are the 
dharmas involved? Perhaps water vapor, temperature, dust exist to form the cloud 
but we don’t think of or even see those individual factors that form the cloud. We 
only think of the cloud itself, but in reality all the concepts together create our 
idea of “cloud”. We can think of karma as cloud seeding also like passing the torch. 
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One torch can light multiple flames; you have your own karma but other people’s 
karma will build upon ones karmic foundation and have negative or fruitful effects.  
Vipasana Meditation 
How does dharma theory aka atomic theory relate to vipasana meditation? 
To encapsulate our atomic theory philosophy in practice is to understand fear and 
the main causes are fear of consequences, loneliness, failure, and the illusion of the 
“I”. Then analyze where in your body the fear is and where it comes from then we 
can learn to remove it and learn how to do the reverse with our positive feelings. 
Abhidharma is a systematic way to look at things, at how to perceive and analyze 
things towards an enlightened perspective. Meditation, a word of Latin origin, 
meaning “reflection” or “practicing” can be a way of putting dharma to practice. A 
sense of concentration, a single pointed unscattered mind, is referred to as 
Samadhi is Sanskrit.  
Vipasana means “insight”. One reaches this insight when one has 
understood   “Insight” occurs when one has understood the three marks of 
existence (impermanence, dissatisfaction and No-self) and can apply them to the 
world. Buddhaghosa is quoted saying: “Wisdom.. it’s manifestation is absence of 
delusion, because of the words: 'One who is concentrated knows and sees things as 
they really are’, concentration is its immediate cause.” Through vipasana 
meditation one can become disillusioned which is wisdom which is a setting stone 
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towards enlightenment. Vipasana is a mediation that helps you understand and 
feel the truth of reality (the laws of suffering also known as the four noble truths) 
and thus can detach and be rid of things that cause us suffering. You cannot 
achieve insight without concentration. One must be capable of focus before one 
can gain understanding that leads to wisdom. Understanding dharma's as they 
interact together can help you see things as they really are, in reality, which is how 
dharma theory and vipasana meditation relate to one another. 
Vipasana origins and notable figures 
Samadhi and vipasana both must be used together in practice which instills 
in one the ability to apply meditation in everyday life. Samadhi and vipasana 
working together lead to what is known as “jhanic states”. There are eight jhanic 
states, the first are form and the other four are formless. First four: direct thought, 
joy, pleasure, equanimity ~ equanimity is the state where enlightenment is 
achieved where there is neither pleasure nor pain, purity of mind, and singleness 
of mind. The last four jhanas are of a deep trance state: sphere of infinite space, 
consciousness, emptiness, and of neither perception nor non perception. Being in 
a trance must not be confused with enlightenment.  
Modern Theravada meditation: vipassana is a cultivation of mindfulness 
with awareness of breath being at the heart of the practice. Vipasana comes out of 
Burma, as the first lay movement that says anyone can meditate. S. N. Goanka is a 
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notable figure of modern day vipasana. Vipasana practitioners, most notably at a 
vipasana ten day meditation retreat center, take up the first right lay precepts 
during the practice which are: the rule of abstinence from taking life, the rule of 
abstinence from stealing, the rule of abstinence from sex, the rule of abstinence 
from false speech, the rule of abstinence from intoxicants which cause a careless 
frame of mind, the rule of abstinence from eating past noon, the rule of abstinence 
from dancing, music, visiting shows, flowers, make-up, the wearing of ornaments 
and decorations, and the rule of abstinence from a tall, high luxurious beds. These 
rules are to be maintained during a ten day vow of silence in which the first three 
days are learning how to concentrate, Samadhi, then the rest of the time is 
dedicated to applying impermanence and nonattachment from moment to 
moment during your practice, vipasana. 
Benefits  
Meditation has many benefits, Mike Ball, writer of the article “A Case Study 
in the Relationship of Mind to Body: Transforming the Embodied 
Mind.” Published by Springer, elaborates on how meditation can become a way of 
life when moving through your day.  Ball says that meditation can be used in 
practical action and has many benefits including making a rapidly moving mind in 
to “a focused controlled manipulation” of mental space. He describes the 
meditators object to be the meditators own body. Such as the case in Vipasana 
mediation where the body and the breath experience is all encompassing; 
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practicing vipasana meditation can help you maintain control and a multiple states 
of consciousness. Vipasana, Ball says, is “fashioned to develop mindfulness” and 
goes on to discuss how vipasana can be applied at all moments which is another 
benefit: a developed sense of consciousness. Subtle awareness in all moments is a 
major gift of vipasana meditation. “Not clinging to conceptuality enables one to be 
present; being present enables awareness to expand” says Felicity Souter Edwards. 
Tipawadee Emavardhana, Tipawadee and company explains that there research is 
consistent with their “hypothesis that participation in a…Vipassana meditation 
retreat significantly changes ways the self is perceived and defended” in there 
article “Changes in Self-Concept, Ego Defense Mechanisms, and Religiosity 
Following Seven-Day Vipassana Meditation Retreats” in Journal for the Scientific 
Study of Religion. A higher capacity for empathy is among another benefit of this 
practice by “1) focusing unwavering sustained attention on another person, 2) 
imagining what her perspective might be, 3) stimulating the biochemistry of 
altruism” states Sandra Costen Kunz writer of the article “Empathy, Intimacy, 
Attention, and Meditation: An Introduction” in Buddhist-Christian Studies. 
10 Day Meditation 
In Edwards article, “Vipassana Meditation and Transcultural 
Consciousness.” in Journal for the Study of Religion, she expands on her experience 
in a 10 day vipassana retreat. She elaborates on transpersonal consciousness stating 
that it’s another way to say spirituality something “beyond the limitations of 
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individual experience.” Edwards 10 day Vipasana experience consisted of: group 
meditation practice for a minimum of eight hours a day, starting at 5:30am, “and 
the attempt was made to practice mindfulness continually” so that the whole day 
becomes a meditation throughout every activity. Another benefit of vipassana, 
according to Edwards, is: liberation. The first few days of the retreat are practicing 
keeping the mind free and focused, the mind becoming “object and subject” free to 
be aware of surrounding things while focusing on one task. This process is 
deliberate and energy tasking because the mind tends to wonder after just mere 
seconds. The first few days is about observation and experiencing and the last few 
days of the retreat focus on not experiencing but observing as a witness and not 
being overcome with the experience or sensations in the moment. Everyone at the 
retreat takes a vow of noble silence to help silence the mind and to stimulate you 
going through this journey on your own even though there is someone to ask 
questions to if you need it. This silence includes no verbal language, sign language, 
eye contact or writing. The men and women are separated and everyone is to take 
this vow. Robert H. Sharf writer of “Buddhist Modernism and the Rhetoric of 
Meditative Experience” in Numen wrote, “Moreover, even the vipassanddhura 
monks will insist that the development of morality (sila) through proper 
observance of the monastic rule (vinaya) is more essential to the path than 
meditation per se.” Each person who attends a retreat has to follow: The Code of 
Discipline, which is the foundation of the practice. The moral practices provide a 
ground for concentration and awareness to grow. These codes are precepts that 
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must be followed during the course: to abstain from killing any being; to abstain 
from stealing; to abstain from all sexual activity; to abstain from telling lies; to 
abstain from all intoxicants, to abstain from eating after midday; to abstain from 
sensual entertainment and bodily decorations; to abstain from using high or 
luxurious beds. 
Criticisms  
Abhidharma is a mainstream school of thought. The Mahayana rejects 
Abhidharma and says that the spaces between the atoms is what is real, the 
“emptiness”. Mahayana argues that dharma's are conventional and not ultimate 
truth. They suggest that dharma's are illusions of the mind that appear and 
disappear. Mahayana believes that thinking that anything is real is a hindrance to 
understanding emptiness, “ultimate truth” which they suggest is enlightenment. 
The Mahayana response to Abhidharma in the Perfection of Wisdom texts 
contains the Diamond Sutra stating that dharma's are simply building blocks to 
reality but is not the key to reaching enlightenment.  
A criticism of vipasana meditation is that the ten day retreat doesn’t take 
the time to discuss the precepts at all. Rules are just placed upon people without 
any explanation as to why and this lack of understanding could make people feel 
disconnected from the practice as a lifestyle. Also, although it advocates that 
vipasana is open to everyone it still seems to rely exclusively on Buddhist 
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principles such as the three marks of existence and four noble truths which begs 
the question: if people don’t have an understanding of what the four noble truths 
are perhaps there growth towards enlightenment could be hindered without full 
information given. I don’t think the average person would know these Buddhist 
principles if they weren’t a practicing Buddhist. Perhaps some general 
understanding of Buddhism should be taught during the application of vipasana 
practice to get the deepest benefits. In the same vain many have argued that it 
could be dangerous emotionally and psychologically for a person to embark on a 
vippasana meditation without having much awareness or practice prior it could be 
dangerous. Many meditation practices argue working with a guru to help you 
along the way but vipasana is more or less a solo affair.  
Contact Improvisation  
 To understand how Contact Improvisation can revolutionize our culture 
one must first understand what Contact Improvisation is and its essential 
components. Contact Improvisation was founded by Steve Paxton in the 1970’s and 
fellow dancers seeking to explore partnership through touch and awareness. 
Though my eight years as a Contact Improvisation practitioner at jams (jams are 
where contactors come together to share space and time) I have learned that there 
is only one rule of Contact Improvisation, that comes in two parts, and that is: 
taking care of one’s own safety while being aware of the safety of others, and that 
means physical, emotional, and spiritual safety. To take care of one’s own safety a 
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person must have awareness of their own boundaries. To me it makes since that a 
person shouldn’t engage in partnership or touch of a platonic or romantic/sexual 
nature without active awareness. Contact Improvisation fosters self-awareness 
organically. Speaking from experience and the heard experience of my fellow 
contact jammers: the more I practice the movement form the more I learn about 
myself, such as what I am comfortable with, uncomfortable with, and the most 
effective way of making sure my boundaries are understood by others.  
This brings me to part two of the only rule of Contact Improvisation: in 
order to take care of one’s self, one must not only be aware of self-boundaries but 
put safety or self-care in to action by clearly stating your boundaries either 
physically or verbally. For example: taking care of your physical safety could look 
like if someone is rolling over your knee in a way that is uncomfortable it is your 
responsibility to either voice this to the person or move your body in a way that 
gets you out of a potentially dangerous situation, just like it is your duty to gain 
the awareness to move off a certain body part or verbally ask someone if you think 
or feel you are harming them. Taking care of your emotional safety could look like, 
if someone is putting out an energy in the partner dance that does not feel good to 
you, for instance, if they are being to sexual or aggressive in their energy or 
movements, or if the pacing is something you don’t feel you can or want to keep 
up with, whatever it is, it is up to the individual to leave the dance at any moment 
and to have awareness of our effects on others in putting them in an emotionally 
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harmful situation. Of course, leaving the dance because you simply no longer wish 
to with this person is ok! Just simply detach and say, or don’t say, ‘thank you’, no 
explanation required. This component of Contact Improvisation exercises the art 
of setting boundaries and taking responsibility of our own individual well-being. 
Leaving any dance, with or without words is all the explanation required when you 
no longer consent to be involved. Not giving consent or taking consent away 
should and must be respected by others without question. However, 
communicating boundaries is not always easy. That’s where the practice of 
Contact Improvisation is a great tool to foster boundaries and awareness through 
active practice. Again, I acknowledge that this is not a simple feat.   
Consent Culture vs. Rape Culture  
 As a university student the primary component I have learned in my studies 
is that throughout time we, as human beings, have been socialized as a patriarchal 
society that undervalues women which breeds: a rape culture, violence over 
communication, and separates the feeling body from the mind. Cynthia Jean 
Cohen Bull, writer of the article “Looking at Movement as Culture: Contact 
Improvisation to Disco” in the book Moving History - Dancing Cultures: a Dance 
History Reader published by the Wesleyan University Press, 2001 believes that “to 
detach one aspect from another for analytical purposes can contribute valuable 
insights in to the distortion of movement, but if one aspect is taken as the whole, 
distortion results.” By detaching aspects she is referring to the perceived 
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separation of body and mind. It is common to perceive the mind and body as 
separate and many “scarcely notice movement and do not consider its role or 
significance in human events”, which is exemplified in our lack of emotional 
intelligence and lack of relational capacity when it comes to the acknowledgement 
of nonverbal cues in typical masculine and feminine power dynamics.  I am 
referring to effective communication as it pertains to consent which is the adverse 
of rape culture. Virginia Held, philosophy professor at The Graduate Center City 
University of New York and author of the book The Ethics of Care: Personal, 
Political, and Global conceives that to practice care for ourselves and others, which 
is morally right to do, one must develop relational capacities, in other words 
emotional intelligence. Relational capacity, as Held defines it is valuing emotion 
rather than rejecting emotion when making moral judgement. Empathy, 
sensitivity, and responsiveness are characteristics of Held’s ideal of relational 
capacity. Empathy is the ability to feel what another is feeling by putting yourself 
viscerally in another’s metaphorical shoes. Sensitivity, unlike empathy is with the 
mind, being interested in what others are interested in and understanding where 
someone is in their life journey and what they make or may not be ready for (also 
referred to as: narrative nuance). Responsiveness can only be cultivated after 
empathy and sensitivity are cultivated. One must have the ability to be sensitive to 
a situation in order to be able to respond effectively. These values are taken and 
evaluated using rationality when decision making. The ethics of care is similar to 
Contact Improvisation in its values of exercising awareness and empathy as a way 
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to foster knowledge of one’s instincts in order to respond appropriately in 
situations, as well as its distinction that care first starts with the self for we can’t 
help others if we aren’t ok (it’s like putting on your air mask before helping 
someone else on an airplane), and the characteristic of collaboration over 
competition.  
Contact Improvisation relates to consent culture as the adverse of rape 
culture. It is necessary to have these concepts and conversations available for a 
thriving community. Contact Improvisation includes, but not limited to, 
exploration of one’s personal boundaries, play, expression, community and the 
freedom of the body. Rape culture is what the majority of society recognizes as the 
norm where rape, gender stereotypes, and sexual harassment are normalized due 
to societal attitudes about gender and sexuality. Consent culture is less prevalent 
and involves respecting other’s boundaries instead of displaying entitled behavior 
by crossing boundaries deliberately or because of lack of relational capacity.  
 Consent culture may seem like the glass half full version of the world we 
live in now but unfortunately it’s not that simple because it seems the nature of 
human beings is to reject change, which is why Contact Improvisation towards a 
consent culture is a practice. Kathleen Rea former dancer with Canada’s Ballet 
Jörgen Canada, National Ballet of Canada & Tiroler Landestheater (Austria) and 
current Contact Improvisation teacher on the faculty of George Brown College 
dance department  wrote the article “‘That Lady’: The Story of What Happened 
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When a Woman Put up a Boundary in the Contact Improv World” on the blog 
Contact Improv Consent Culture contactimprovconsentculture.com discusses her 
experience in starting the Toronto Wednesday night jam over nineteen years ago 
a, and the journey of acknowledging the concerns of jammers when they voiced 
their “complaints about boundary violations”.  Rea, as a solution, created clear 
guidelines by assumption that “people were basically good, and that most 
boundary violations were based on lack of knowledge.” This situation seems pretty 
clear; if boundaries are crossed inform people where the boundary is so they know 
not to cross it; however Rea has received a pattern of harassment for nineteen 
years regarding her Toronto Wednesday Dance Jam boundary guidelines. These 
guidelines are “very clear and direct in their language and guidance” which is also 
why they have been so controversial, “there is little room for misinterpretation. In 
the guidelines, I say things such as, “Do not intentionally caress another dancer on 
their breasts or genitals”, and, “Non-consensual pass-by pokes, kisses, tickles, 
caresses, massages or pats while dancing or passing by someone in the studio or 
hallway will not be tolerated”.” In my experience, this straightforward approach is 
a trademark of Contact Improvisation which fosters the black and white over the 
elusive grey area. The majority of complaints and criticisms Rea received regarding 
the guidelines, not unsurprisingly to her, were from men (male identified), and 
interestingly enough she “did not tend to hear comments from women or people 
of colour.” This fact is interesting to me, groups that have experienced harassment 
and oppression have a clear understanding of the existence of these guidelines and 
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there importance but the fact that men, primarily white men, feel they are just in 
their anger and criticism of rules that are designed to make everyone in the space 
comfortable. This feeling of entitlement voiced in anger from having clear 
restrictions to touching someone if it is nonconsensual l is a byproduct of rape 
culture via a male dominant- female suppressive society.  
Power Dynamics  
Rea created these guidelines for people who hadn’t yet gained the tools in 
their capacity to advocate for themselves. Why is it so difficult to advocate for 
ourselves as women? I’ve been in more than one experience with the opposite sex 
throughout my life when I knew that I was uncomfortable with certain physical or 
verbal communications but in not wanting to upset the other person [him] I 
allowed myself to be in an uncomfortable situation. There have also been instances 
where I did clearly state my desires and have been ignored by way of cohesion and 
manipulation to achieve their selfish desires. These examples are very common 
among women around the world and range from various degrees. Anna 
Jussilainen, independent dance and performance artist and writer of the 2015 
article “Contact improvisation as an art of relating: The importance of touch for 
building positive interaction” in Volume 7 number 1 in Journal of Dance & Somatic 
Practices reveals that touch is an essential form of human interaction. I believe this 
is true, however we, as women have been conditioned to be submissive and make 
sure the temperature of the room is neural as not to offend anyone. While men, 
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adversely, are cultured to be leaders and emotional empathy for others quite 
lacking in conversation. Through this masculine- feminine social construct men 
cultured to believe that women have less intrinsic worth and that they have a 
claim, unspoken and symbolic, to women’s bodies. This belief has become such a 
norm that women believe it also rather or not they are conscious of it. This belief 
system fosters the ‘boys will be boys mentality’ and the construct that women 
shouldn’t wear certain clothing to avoid getting raped. Society puts rape and 
harassment onto women, suggesting we change, rather than focusing on the 
person committing the legal and social crimes in the first place. Rape is the fault of 
the person making the choice to rape nurtured by a man’s world.  
Rea states, in the article previously stated, regarding Contact Improvisation 
jams: “There is every combination of gender-mixing in the couplings and trios. In 
the groups that fly or roll across the dance floor, both men and women share the 
job of lifting. It is not just the men who lead—the lead and follow are shared by all 
in a seamless exchange.” Contact Improvisation is integral in shifting our belief of 
power dynamics. Contact Improvisation puts women in shifting positions of power 
with other women, men, young, old, students, and teachers. Every kind of power 
dynamic can exist in a Contact jam which is vital because the shifting power roles 
allows to acknowledge the power that they hold; if people know there power, 
which women have not been conditioned to know, then they can practice voicing 
it appropriately in any given situation for the health of the self and others.  
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Contact Improvisation is also vital in the role of men’s understanding of 
themselves and their place in society in relation to other men and women. Jess 
Curtis, who was a Ph.D. candidate in Performance Studies at the University of 
California at Davis upon writing the article “Men’s Movement: Contact 
improvisation and social change” in the 2015 edition of the Journal of Dance & 
Somatic Practices Volume 7 Number 1 theorizes that Contact Improvisation is a 
tool in “disrupting hegemonic patterns of male dominance, homophobia and 
militarism” and that its characteristic of “non-sexualized yet intimate touch, 
proprioceptive sensitivity and trusting physical collaboration” makes Contact 
Improvisation an epitome “for destabilizing traditional gender roles…of a 
dominant male gender performance, and intimate touch, proprioceptive 
sensitivity, and non-dominating physicality to the domain of a submissive female 
gender performance.”  
Conclusion  
Training in mindfulness depends on developing the ability to witness one's 
own experience as it occurs, to be present moment by moment, to one's own body-
mind process. Although the meditation teacher can help to facilitate this by 
instructing, prompting and encouraging, it is fundamentally a discipline in which 
the meditator must train herself. I entered the Joshua Tree Vipassana Center ready 
for my first 10 day silent meditation and my introduction to Vipassana meditation. 
Through my experience as a Vipassana practitioner, humble student and teacher of 
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mindful movement meditation over the past six years I have a developed sense of 
awareness and a handy tool to dive deeper in to intentionality.  
 Nita Little, writer of the 2014 article “Restructuring the Self-Sensing: 
Attention Training in Contact Improvisation” in the Journal of Dance & Somatic 
Practices and Jo, Lalitarāja, writer of  the article “Buddhist Ethics and the Contact 
Improvisation Practitioner” in the Journal of Dance & Somatic Practices believes 
that (Laliaraja), “having sexual energy is part of being human and therefore also 
present in dancing contact improvisation” and that (Little) cultivating that 
understanding and knowing when appropriate to go towards that takes active 
communication and the practice self-awareness and awareness of others. Human 
beings are flawed but I believe if put in a new environment where consent culture 
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